
 you're
going to

be ok

a guide to
keeping your
sh*t together
during 
covid-19



Truthfully, I'm doing this  for my own benefit as much as anything.  As the Covid-Crisis

turned up a notch in the UK I made a very quick (and big) decision to uproot from

London, my home of the last four years, to move back in with my Mum and Dad in

Australia. I have 14 days enforced quarantine and am going to be in Adelaide for at least

three months. The likelihood is that a lot of that time is going to be spent in some form of

social isolation.

 

 I desperately need to get myself into some routine before I spend every waking moment

reading the news and panicking that I'll never see my friends again.  And I've spoken to

others who feel the same. So this has been the work of Day 1 and Day 2 of quarantine.

Consider this a work in progress  -  I'm figuring out how to help myself  through this

situation and in the process thought I might try helping others too.

 

 

ok, But why?

and what's your thing with routine?
Before starting Square Circle I trained and worked as an Occupational Therapist. The

main focus of OT is empowering people to actively engage in their day to day lives.

Occupation = any meaningful activity someone may do during the course of a day,

including self care, leisure, and productive activities.  When I was packing up to leave

London, my friend astutely asked me "But what are you going to do to stop yourself

completely losing the plot?". My response was "I'm going to OT myself." 

So that's what I'm doing. Maybe you can too?

square circle founder/ Occupational
therapist/ professional hand

washer/occasional panic buyer 

Kath Burnard



3 tips to
mastering
the art of
feeling ok

1. Routine 
We love to hate the daily grind, the early mornings, the 9-5, the long

commute, the ever-persistent need to decide what to make for dinner.

But let's face it, routine is a good thing. For those embarking on a

working from home/quarantine/self isolation/lockdown/end of the

world arrangement - now isn't the time to fall into a vacuum of

mindlessness, hanging out for your next meal of beans and tuna,

deciding against a shower for the tenth consecutive day, reviewing

your Facebook photos  back to 2007 (guilty), and repeatedly saying

the phrase "time is just a construct" in different accents. 

or maybe even better 

2. Roles 
The roles we take on in life are core to our sense of identity. We each

wear a lot of hats, play a load of parts, juggle heaps of balls - whatever

analogy works for you.  There are the more obvious roles like [insert

job title], partner, housemate, sibling. But maybe you're someone's

work-wife, the reliable flatmate who remembers to buy the communal

goods, the team member who knows how every single person likes

their tea, the pal who reminds everyone to drink more water.  Finding

ways to keep playing those parts will help you to channel ~normal

vibes~ and stay connected with the things that make you, you. And

seriously, drink more water.

3. reflection 
I was going to go with 'Purpose' but I was really swayed by the

cohesiveness of the three R's. "What am I doing with my life?", "What's

the point of *all this*?", "What is my 'Why'?" Big questions (that last

one always irks me a bit if I'm honest) that we rarely pause to

contemplate. Now's the time to start to understand the

things/places/habits/people/activities/etc. that bring meaning  to your

life and those that could be getting a little less air time.



1. Routine (step 1)

*Balance*

Balance is an over-used term but really it is the key to routine.

The thing that we often get wrong is that balance looks

totally different to everyone and there is not one fixed

desirable state. What looks like a gorgeous balanced week

for one person filled with lots of down-time, reading, and

meditation looks like  hell on earth to someone who prefers

to operate with  at a high-intensity, Level 10 kind of

frequency. 

 

Getting the balance of productive, self care and leisure

activities that's right for you will honestly save you  from

yourself.  Routine, balance and wellbeing are strongly linked.  

Get it right and your mental, physical, emotional, and spiritual

health will thank you. 

 

STEP 1: Map out all the different activities that you

could/should/would want to be doing under each of these

categories.  

STEP 2: Section out your days to make sure you're getting

the right dose of each and to give yourself a handy guide

when you're wonder wtf to do with your time. 

STEP 3: Actually follow it, but let's worry about that later.

leisure

productivity self care



 self care

A generation defining buzz word? Yes.
 
just a phase? no.
 
 

Self care activities are all of the things you do that make you feel

good, that nourish you, that help top up your resilience cup if you

like a visual. It's not just sheet masks and massages but things like

having a shower, and eating your 5 a day (but yes, sheet masks). 

 

Also , what feels like self care to one person might look like very

much the opposite to someone else. e.g. those people that call

cleaning 'therapeutic' might include those kinds of tasks in their self

care repertoire. I'm certainly not that person and kind of judge you

if you are (jks, jks).  Or for one person a run might feel like an evil

necessity to look after their wellbeing (me) but for someone else

running might be seen as the epitome of fun and categorised  as

leisure (not me).

 

Self care can easily drop off the list, especially if we have less of the

social pressure to hold us accountable as we are spending less

time around others. But for your own good, I'd encourage you to

still put deodorant on and keep brushing your teeth twice a day.



 self care

personal care
 Shower + wash hair

Skin care routine

Brush teeth

Full bod moisturise

Vitamins + medication

Wash ya damn hands

Ditch the makeup 

Change out of pajamas

eating + drinking

relaxing/
calming

Lots of fruit + veg

5 big glasses of water

Smaller portions to account for less

activity

Avoid mindless snacking + stress

eating - helped by the fact we are on

war-time rations

Stick to pesco diet where possible

exercise

Light a candle

Spend time outside + get some sun on

the face

Guided meditations

Sheet masks!

Pillow spray

Journal

Tech-free time

Music on

Sitting in still and quiet

Day dreaming

Savour a cup of coffee

Yoga

Jog laps of the garden or the block

when allowed to venture out

HIIT circuit home workout when

feeling brave

 

support
Therapy via Zoom

 



leisure

self-isolation or party for one?
 
put the 'fun' in 'I'm barely functioning'.
 

Finding joy, fun, happiness, letting your hair down, living a little,

excitement is the spice of life, we're here for a good time not a long

time... points if you can think of 10 variations of your own. 

 

But how do you inject some of that into your routine when your

holiday plans are off, the pubs are shut, you're separated from your

mates, your fave boxing class is cancelled, and you are basically

feeling lonely AF?

 

Leisure activities can be split out into two main categories: active

and passive. And then can be sub-classified as social or individual.

If we spend too much time in passive leisure (the Netflix binge-

watching, Youtube rabbit hole, incessant instagram scrolling, futile

Tinder swiping kind) we will likely feel lethargic, flat, uninspired,

bored and generally kind of gross.  And if we don't find ways to stay

meaningfully connected with others we'll feel isolated on a whole

other level and just sad. Like it's making me sad just writing about it.



leisure

Social

individual

pa
ssiveA

ct
iv

e
Schedule regular video calls with

friends or leave voice notes when

time difference is the enemy

Suss out that houseparty app + have

weekend wines, sing along to some

old faves,  play heads up or other not

shit drinking games?

Board games and weekend quiz

with the fam

Going to pals place for hangs , going

for walks or to the beach when

allowed out the house

 

 

Read 4x books at least

Podcasts - Bobo & Flex (need

recommendations)

Finish a big old puzzle

Is it time for a new hobby? I think I'm

into feminist slogan embroidery and

mood boarding now

Make some new playlists

Dance around the room to new

playlists 

Be cute and write some letters

 

 

Netflix

Sun lounging

Watch recordings of live gigs

Social media scrolling

Get a Tik Tok account?

Watch new films instead of the same

ones I've watched 20 times

Paint nails

 

 

Family movie night

 

 



productivity

capitalism's best mate.
 
arch-rival of everyone else's bestie,
procrastination.
 
Productivity has become a divisive topic. There are people who feel

like they are completely wasting their time if they aren't doing

something 'productive', and then there are those who are pushing

back on this concept and embracing the 'go-slow' movement. I

tend to straddle both camps depending on how stressed I'm

feeling - higher stress levels tend to make me feel the need to

engage in higher levels of productivity (probably the opposite of

what I should actually be doing) but this often just turns into

procrastination. 

 

As a reminder, productivity isn't just about earning money. It does

include paid work but also unpaid work. It encompasses all the

activities that maybe aren't always totally joy-inducing (jealous of

you if they are for you) but leave you feeling pretty good about

yourself once you've done them. 

 

As there is more and more uncertainty when it comes to work, we'll

likely see big changes to how we engage in productive time use.

You might even find yourself writing a random 'how-to' guide on

routine and posting it on the internet.....

 



productivity

paid work
 

unpaid work/activities that could
lead to work

household & domestic activities

caring responsibilities

life admin
Square Circle  remote working

- Create tools and test digital service

- Writing content

- Improvements to website

 

 

Create and share  routine help guide

Connect with social enterprise networks & individuals in Australia

Look up options and commit to an online courses

Create personal webpage for freelance work

Join 1 free webinar/workshop a week for random inspiration

Stay connected with other YH ventures

Tidy the space regularly (make your damn bed)

Wipe down surfaces 

Do the dishes straight away

Stay on top of laundry & put clothes away

Have clothes mended

 

Call grandparents

Find someone to sublet room in London

Sort out Australian passport

Sort drivers license

Make a plans A, B & C for returning to London

 



some real talk tIPS TO GETTING STARTED 
 

I wasn't joking when I said I'm doing this to help myself, to avoid

falling into a void of hopelessness where I cease to act like a

functional human + forget to run my business or look after myself.

It was  reassuring for me to get this all down on paper (what's the

2020 e-version of this phrase?). I had been having internal freak

out moments like "what about I actually going to do for months

when I'm back in Australia without a job to go to  and confined to

my parents house." But now I feel like there's a bit for me to shut

up and get on with.

Let me just say that I recognise I'm in a super privileged position

being able to take this hiatus back home. I don't have caring

responsibilities, my family are supportive, I don't have to worry

about getting evicted or figuring out how to pay a mortgage, my

environment is safe. I I know others are not that lucky. I'm

generally keen to keep it light-hearted throughout this guide

(humour is my go-to coping mechanism) but I wanted to

acknowledge that I'm in  a position of privilege that allows me to

take that approach which many others don't have.

These really  are the things I plan on trying to include in my

routine for the foreseeable .

 

 

Maybe you found some inspo in my activities but your lists of

activities should be unique to you. I'm just not into gaming or

learning a musical instrument, but if those things are on the

cards for you during the corona crisis then that's brilliant!

A bit stuck for leisure activities? Crowd source social activity

ideas with the people you live with. Have a nosy around your

housemates things for fun props that you you could turn into a

game. Or write a list of all the things your used to enjoy doing as

a child (before adulthood zapped your creativity) and see if

anything jumps out at you as something you could pick up

again. 

Maybe you're not in the head space to start ticking off a whole

bunch of activities right away but jot them down anyway so

they're there for you when things start feeling different or you

finally figure out where you stored your calligraphy set or

football card collection.

 

 

 



Routine (step 2)

*Balance*

leisure

productivity self care

You know that feeling when you are aware there are loads of

things you should be doing, even want to be doing, know

you'd feel great for doing. But you just sit on the side of your

bed staring at the floor wondering if your big toes are well-

aligned or not? ....Just me then.

 

Or when you feel like you're running on adrenaline for days at

a time, ticking off every single job you can possibly think of.

Even making up new *essential* tasks just so you can make

your to-do list extra lush and lengthy? Yes, NOW is the time to

update your LinkedIn profile, write that blog post, find a life

coach, start a 30 day bootcamp challenge, oh and also meet

that big fat highly stressful work deadline. 

 

Step 2 in mastering a balanced routine will be right up your

alley if you identify as detail-orientated, blue personality type,

ISTJ or Capricorn: the schedule.  

 

If you don't identify as any of the above, I promise this is a

safe space for you too. Colour-coding is for everyone.

 



Welcome to SCHEDULING 101
 
module 1: consistency is your friend

Treat yourself like you would a small child. I'm not a parent myself but I've heard  that sticking to strict meal times, play times, bath times and

bed times are key to survival.

module 2: make a plan but keep it flexible
COVID-19 does have a militaristic ring to it but your life does not need to resemble the routine of a new recruit in the armed forces. I like to

approach things with an "ish" mentality. 'I'll start working at 9ish', 'First thing in the morning I'll do something self care-ish", "I'll wash my hands

properly-ish 10 times a day" - that one was a joke. 20 seconds, I repeat, 20 seconds. 

module 3: tune into your energy patterns
If you're someone who doesn't like to be addressed or even looked at in the eye before 10am, maybe you're not a morning person and maybe

that means you shouldn't try and be all productive before then. Inject activities throughout your day that give a burst of energy (yes, eating 3

jam donuts OR maybe going for a walk around the block) or help chill you out depending on your natural  peaks and troughs.

module 4: be realistic
Creating a beautiful schedule that has you being productive 12 hours of the day, writing your #CoronaCrisis memoir, advancing to

handstands in your yoga practice every night before bed and completely swearing off Netflix is totally pointless. You'll just feel like you've

failed for not being able to stick to it. Coronavirus isn't going anywhere quickly so you've got plenty of time to work up to your #RoutineGoals.

Cringe.



TIME: MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

3:00pm-4:00pm

2:00pm-3:00pm

8:00am-9:00am

9:00am-10:00am

10:00am-11:00am

11:00am-12:00pm

12:00pm-1:00pm

1:00pm-2:00pm

7:00am-8:00am

Square Circle 

Square Circle 

Square Circle 

Square Circle 

Square Circle Square Circle 

Square Circle 

Square Circle Square Circle Square Circle 

Square Circle Square Circle Square Circle 

Household 

Unpaid work

Life Admin

Unpaid work Unpaid work Unpaid work Unpaid work

Life Admin

Life AdminUnpaid work Unpaid work

Square Circle 

Square Circle 

Unpaid workSquare Circle Household 

Yoga & 

meditation

Yoga & 

meditation

Yoga & 

meditation

Yoga & 

meditation

Yoga & 

meditation

Yoga & 

meditation

Yoga & 

meditation

Online live

workout

Online live 

workout

Personal care

Breakfast

Personal care

Breakfast

UK video 

chats

UK video 

chats

Leisure &

Lunch

Leisure &

Lunch

Leisure &

Lunch

Leisure &

Lunch

Leisure &

Lunch
HIIT Workout HIIT Workout

Leisure &

Lunch

Leisure &

Lunch

UK video 

chats

Personal care

Breakfast

Personal care

Breakfast

Personal care

Breakfast

Personal care

Breakfast

Personal care

Breakfast

My proposed schedule for the coming week



TIME: MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

5:00pm-6:00pm

6:00pm-7:00pm

7:00pm-8:00pm

8:00pm-9:00pm

9:00pm-10:00pm

10:00pm-11:00pm

4:00pm-5:00pm

11:00pm-12:00am

12:00am-7:00am

Square Circle  

Square Circle 

Square Circle 

Square Circle 

Square Circle 

Square Circle 

Life Admin - 

plan next wk

Therapy

Square Circle 

Square Circle 

Household Unpaid workSquare Circle Square Circle Square Circle 

Active leisure

Active leisure Active leisure Active leisure Active leisure

Passive 

leisure

Calming &

Relaxing

Passive 

leisure

Passive 

leisure

Passive 

leisure

Passive 

leisure

Dinner

Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner DInner

Active leisure

Active leisure

Aus pals 

online 

hangouts

Aus pals 

online 

hangouts

Aus pals 

online 

hangouts

Aus pals 

online 

hangouts

Passive 

leisure

Passive 

leisure

Calming &

Relaxing

Calming &

Relaxing

Calming &

Relaxing

Calming &

Relaxing

Passive 

leisure

Passive 

leisure



some real talk tIPS TO GETTING STARTED 
(learn from my mistakes)

OK, honestly that took me a looong time to put together. Even for

someone who identifies heavily as a detail orientated Capricorn, I

found myself getting a tad bored.  But to quote myself (hello

healthy ego) from the previous guide : "productive activities

maybe aren't always totally joy-inducing (jealous of you if they are

for you) but leave you feeling pretty good about yourself once

you've done them." 

I'm in quarantine for the next 12 days so that's why my timetable

looks particularly bleak and potentially exacerbated my feelings

of boredom while I was compiling it. I genuinely started feeling a

bit down when I was trying to fill in my Friday and Saturday night

activities in particular. 

The silver lining for me right now is that I have scheduled in loads

of self care and leisure time and now I actually get to use that time

for those things knowing that I've also attributed plenty of the

week to being productive too.  Nothing to feel guilty about here!

I 'm pretty in tune with my energy pattern and I don't usually work

that well at night but because my business is back in the UK this is

the only time I can schedule calls with the time difference so I'll

need to figure out how to stay peppy at that time. 

Yes, it does feel slightly embarrassing to share my whole weekly

schedule with people online. 

 

 

 

 

 

Don't make your schedule in Canva unless you also find

yourself in quarantine with very little else to do and are feeling

extra patient with yourself. Try using your Google calendar, a

spreadsheet in excel or table in Word - all of these can be

colour coded if  that is as important to you as it is to me.  

 If your Mon-Fri is going to be pretty consistent (see Scheduling

101, Module 1) then you might not have to bother with

scheduling out all 5 days. Just map out one day and use this as

a guide for the whole working week.

Override your compulsion to want to cover your schedule in

productivity slots. It's kind of liberating to give yourself

permission in advance to spend 4 hours on the sofa on a

Sunday.

I'd use your calendar/diary for more specific appointments,

activities or events and keep your schedule to a more zoomed

out overview that's there to ensure you've got the balance right.

Test it out for a day or two, see if it works. If it is, amazing. If it's

not, change it around.  (Don't let the power go to your head).

As soon as you're done with this tedious task, treat yourself to

your favourite beverage. I've just poured a G&T.

 

 

 

 

 



Routine (step 3)
Yes, but How do you actually stick to it?
 
Good question. I'll keep you posted as i figure that out in
real time.
 
stay tuned.



Want editable templates so you can create you can map out your own

activities and design your own  gorgeously balanced routine?

 

Realised you have a new found appreciation for occupational therapy and

can't wait to learn more?  

 

Managing a team that's navigating big changes including working from

home arrangements and looking for ways  to keep morale up? 

 

Want to be using your time  more productively but feeling  overwhelmed by

the hundreds of targeted ads you're now receiving for online courses telling

you to up your social media game or to learn  graphic design from your living

room?

 

Just having a *moment*  and need someone to remind you that it is going to

be ok?

we're in this
together.

Please get in touch.
Kath Burnard

Katherine@squarecircleagency.com
@KathBurnard on twitter


